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A tect of homogeneity is derived for testing the equality of the parameters in several independent nonlinear 
autoregressive processes. Also, the joint limit distribution of the least squares estimators of the parameters based 
on multiple observations from a threshold autoregressive process is derived when the number of replications of 
the realization increases and the number of time points remains fixed. The case when the number of time points 
increases is also considered. 
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1. Introduction 
It is often the case in practice that a set of observations from several time series is available. 
Consider, for example, the data on blood pressures from several individuals over a number 
of weeks. The time-dependence in each individuals can be modeled by a time series and 
between individuals, the observations are assumed independent. Specifically, letting Y,(i) 
denote the observation on the ith individual at time t, assume that the data ( Y,(i), i = 1, . . ., 
m; t=l 1 . . . . n) can be represented by the following model consisting of m independent 
nonlinear autoregressive processes, 
Y,(i) =H/JYr-I(i)1 +&r(i) 3 (1.1) 
where 0,‘s are p X I vectors of unknown parameters. For each fixed i, {c,(i), t > 1) is a 
sequence of i.i.d. random variables having density gi and Hb( . ) is a known function of 0, 
and Y,_ , (i) and for different i andj, (c,(i), t > I ) and (c,(j), t > 1 ] are independent. For 
H,[ Y,_ , (i) ] = O,, Yf’_ , (i) + O,, Y, , (i), as a special case, the above model reduces to 111 
independent TAR( 1) processes, viz., 
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Y,(i)=e;,Y:_,(i)+ei2Yt~,(i)+&,(i) . (1.2) 
The TAR( 1) models have frequently provided better fit than the first-order, linear, auto- 
regressive processes in some applications. See Petruccelli and Woolford [ lo] and Tong 
[ 13,141. Throughout this paper, n and m will be referred to as the ‘length of time series’ 
and the ‘number of individuals’, respectively. 
First consider the case when the length of the time series n tends to infinity while m 
remains fixed. It would be of our primary interest to test the hypothesis of the equality of 
the m vectors of the autoregressive coefficients, i.e., 
H: 0, =(&=...=e, (=tY’, say). (1.3) 
In the special case when (q(i), i > 1, t > 1) are i.i.d. random variables, the null hypothesis 
H in ( I .3) reduces to that of the equality of m independent nonlinear autoregressive 
processes. If we fail to reject the above null hypothesis, we then proceed to put all the 
information available over m time series together to make inference on the common 
p X 1 vector of parameters, 0’. For the case when time-dependence is assumed to be linear 
ARMA process, see Basawa et al. [ 41, and Basawa and Billard [ 21. 
In Section 2, we first discuss briefly the local asymptotic normality (LAN) property for 
the model in ( 1.1) assuming that II tends to infinity and m remains fixed. The Wald statistic 
based on an asymptotically optimal one-step MLE is proposed for testing the hypothesis 
specified in ( 1.3). The null and non-null limiting distributions of this test are then deduced 
from the LAN property. Finally, the results are applied to the model consisting of m 
independent TAR( 1) processes given in ( 1.2). 
Section 3 studies the case when the number of individuals m tends to infinity while n is 
fixed. Consider the model specified by 
Y,(i)=8,Y:_,(i)+8,Y,~,(i)+E,(i), (1.4) 
where the 2 X 1 vector 0:= ( 8,) 19,)~ is the common parameter vector across the individuals. 
Different characteristics between individuals can be represented by the assumption that for 
different i and j, c,(i) and &,Jj), for t, s= 1, . . . . n, are independent but not identically 
distributed random variables. For the case where time-dependence is specified by a linear 
autoregressive process and ( c,(i) } are assumed to be Gaussian, see Anderson [ 11. Section 
3 is mainly concerned with the derivation of the least squares estimator of 0= ( 8,, O,)T and 
its limiting distribution as m --) x while II remains fixed. Finally, some further related topics 
are discussed briefly in Section 4. 
2. A test for the equality of the several autoregressive coefficients 
Let ( Y,(i), i = 1, . ., m; t = 1, . ., n] denote a matrix of observations from the m independent 
nonlinear autoregressive time series given by ( 1.1) . Let 8 = ( 0;) . . . , f3;f,)’ denote an mp X 1 
vector of unknown parameters taking values in 0, an open subset of Wmp. 
It will be assumed throughout that the following conditions in (C) are satisfied: 
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Conditions (C). 
(C 1) For each fixed i, ( Y,(i), t 3 0) is a stationary and ergodic process. 
(C2) There exists a square-integrable (under PO,) random variable K,[ Y,_ , (i) ] > 0 and 
a positive constant c such that for all & in the region ) & - @,I < c, 
~HH,[Y,_,(~)I,<K~,[Y,_,(~)I as., 
where VH,[Y,_,(i)] represents [aH,[Y,_,(i)]/ae,],=,. 
(C3) The density gi( ) of e,(i) is such that 0 < B(g:( E,) /gi( E,) )’ < 03. 
Hwang and Basawa [7] have shown that under the conditions (C) above, the process 
(Y,(i) ) for fixed i has the LAN property, i.e., if A,,,j denotes the log-likelihood ratio for 
testing 0, against %, + h,n _ I’*, basedonthesample(Y,(i),t=l, . . ..n}.then 
A,,,; = h;rS,,;( 0,) - $h;&.( Oi)hi + o,,( 1) , (2.1) 
with 
S,,.,(O,)= -n-‘/2 t 9:(e) VH,[Y,-,9ij]. - 
r-1 g,(G) ’ 
where e, = Y, - H,[ Y,_ , (i) ] and S,?,,( 0,) and r,( f?,) are referred to as the score and infor- 
mation respectively. 
We shall now extend the above result for the present situation when we have samples 
from m processes. Here and in what follows, for notational convenience, we shall write 
(or, . . . . I$)’ to denote the mpX 1 vector (07, .., 05)‘, and represent by Diag(r,, . ., 
r,,) the mp X mp block diagonal matrix where T,‘s are each p Xp matrices. 
Let A, denote the log-likelihood ratio for the test H: 8 against K,,: O,, = O+ h/h, where 
8 is a fixed parameter value in 0 and h is a given mp X 1 vector of constants. We present 
the LAN property of the model in ( 1.1) in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that for each i = I, . . , m, ( Y,(i), t > 0) has the LAN property with 
the score Sn,i( 0,) and the information ri( 0,). Then the model in ( 1.1) also has the LAN 
property, uiz., 
A,=hTS,,(0)-ihTr(0)h+op(l) underP,, 
where 
S,(O) = [S,I,,(Oj), . . . . S, .,,, (O,,)lT: mpX 1 Llector (2.2) 
and 
N@=Diag[T,(B,), . . ..r.,(&)]: mpxmpmatrix. (2.3) 
Furthermore, iffor each i = 1, . ., m, ( Y,(i), t >, 0) has the ULAN (uniform LAN) property 
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and S,,,,( 0,) is regular, then A,, has the I/LAN property and S,,( 0) dejined in (2.2) is 
regular. 
Proof. First partition h in the definition of A,, into (h,, . . . . h,,) in accordance with the 
hypothesized parameter value 6 = ( 0, , . . . , B,,t)T. For each i= 1, . . ., m, let A,,i denote the 
log-likelihood ratio for the test Hi: 0, against K,,,;: f3,,,, = 0, + h,l& We then have 
4, = t A,,., . (2.4) 
,=I 
The proof immediately follows from the assumption that uniformly in bounded h, under 
P, -probability, 
A,,, = hTS,,J 0,) - $lz:I’j( r9,)h; + op( 1) 
i.e., A,,,; has the ULAN property, and 
S,,,i( oi + hi/&) = S,f.i( 0,) - C( @Ohi +or( 1) 
i.e., S,l,i( 0,) is regular. 0 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Remark. See Hwang and Basawa [7] for a set of sufficient conditions for the ULAN of 
A,,,; and for the regularity of S,,,,. 
Let us now consider a class of one-step MLEs of O= ( 0,) . . ., O,,,)T. As one would expect 
from the assumption of independence across individuals, if we let 8, denote a one-step MLE 
of 0, obtained by 
4, =t,,,j+r,~‘(t,,.j)S,.i(t,,,j)n-“’I (2.7) 
where r,l,i represents a preliminary $- n consistent estimator of O,, (e,, . . . . e,,,)’ is then a 
one-step MLE of O= (8,, 13!,~)~, that is, 8 defined to be (6, , . ., 6,,,)T is a regular estimator 
(see Hall and Mathiason [6] for the definition of regular estimators) and its limiting 
distribution under P,( is given by 
&d-O,,, 2 N(0, r-‘(e)), 
where t& denotes, as before, 8 + h I & and r is defined in (2.3 ) 
We are now in a position to discuss the problem of testing the equality of m vectors of 
the autoregressive coefficients for the model in ( 1.1) The null hypothesis H is given by 
H: @,=&=...=Q,,=(jc, (2.8) 
where 0’ represents the common parameter vector across individuals and is treated as a 
nuisance parameter vector. Define 
77(@=(rl,, v2, . . . . 77,,,-l)T: (m-l)pXl vector, 
where ~i=O,-Bi+,, for i = I, . , m - I. The null hypothesis H is then equivalent to 
H: v(B)=O, (2.9) 
where 0 is the (m - 1 )p X 1 zero vector. Also, a corresponding sequence of local alternatives 
K,, is defined by 
K,,: v,,(0) =S/&, (2.10) 
where 6 is a given (m - 1 )p X 1 vector of constants. 
The Wald statistic proposed for testing H in (2.9) is given by 
W,, =nq’( 6) [AT-‘( @A’] -‘v( 6) , (2.11) 
where 6 is a one-step MLE of 0 and A is the matrix of order (m - 1 )p X mp such that 
A= [; :’ !’ -1: “d, 
where I denotes the p Xp identity matrix. Both the null and non-null limiting distributions 
of W,, can be deduced from Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. We har,e, as n + x and m remains fixed, 
where ,yf,,, ~, ,,,,/\ 2 represents the noncentral chi-square distribution with (m - 1 )p degrees 
of,.freednm and the noncentrality parameter A2. 
Proof. Let 6 denote a one-step MLE of 8. It then follows 
&(&0,,, 2 N(0, r-‘(0)) under PopI ,
where O,,= 8+ hldn. Using a well-known theorem (see, for instance, Lehmann [9, p. 
3441)) we have 
d 
&(Ae-A@,) - N(0. AT-‘( @AT) under P,, . 
Equivalently, 
&]rl(& -71(@1 2 N(S, AT-‘( @AT) under K,,: S/h, (2.13) 
which in turn gives the non-null limiting distribution of W,, in (2.11). For the null limiting 
distribution, 6= 0 in (2.13) readily gives the result. 0 
Once the null hypothesis is believed to be true, it is natural to proceed to pool all the 
information available to estimate the common vector 8’. First, observe that under H: 
q( 19) = 0, the model in ( 1.1) reduces to 
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Y,(i)=H,,[Y,_,(i)] +s,(i) . (2.14) 
Following essentially the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it can be shown 
that the log-likelihood ratio for the test H’: 8” against Kz : 8’ + h”l& where 0’ is a fixed 
p X 1 vector and h’ is a given p X 1 vector of constants, has the ULAN property with 
CL, S,,,,( 19~) and C:“, c< CT) as the corresponding score and information, respectively. It 
can further be verified that the score CF=, S,,,( 19~) is regular. Consequently, an asymptoti- 
cally optimal one-step MLE 6’ of 0’ can be expressed as 
where T,, is a preliminary &-consistent estimator of 6’. 
We now apply the results in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to the problem of testing the equality 
of m vectors of the threshold autoregressive coefficients for the model specified by ( 1.2) 
where (s,(i) ) are assumed to be independent N( 0, (T?) .The null hypothesis of interest is 
H’: 0, = 0, = ... = 0,,, ( = 0’, say) , (2.15) 
where 8, denotes ( @,, &)‘, and a;, for i = 1, . . ., m, are treated as nuisance parameters 
which are assumed unknown. It should be noted here that there are p + m nuisance para- 
meters ( 0’ and of) whereas only p nuisance parameters ( 0’) are considered in H specified 
in (2.8). As one might expect from (2.7), a one-step MLE 6 may involve the nuisance 
parameters a;. It is then a usual practice to replace a; by consistent estimator c?’ without 
affecting the limiting distribution of 3. Alternatively, if one can find a one-step MLE which 
does not involve a: and its limiting distribution is free from the unknown nuisance para- 
meters of, it can be used to construct the Wald statistic proposed to test H’ in (2.15) while 
retaining the asymptotic optimality property. 
In what folllows, it will be verified that the maximum likelihood estimator 6 of 
( 0,) ., O,,,)T satisfies the properties mentioned above. To this end, let us first consider the 
ith TAR( 1) process assuming crf is unknown. The maximum likelihood estimators (con- 
ditional on initial value Y,,(i) as fixed) 3, and 6” of 8, = ( Bi, , 19~~)~ and of, respectively, 
are easily seen to be 
e = 
1 ( CL, Y,(i)Y:_,(i) c:=,Y,(i)Y,,(i) T c:‘=, Y:_21(i) ’ c:=, Y:*,(i) 1 (2.16) 
and 
$= i 2 [Y,(i)-8i,Y~,(i)-&Y;,(i)]2 with &=(<e,,, e,,). (2.17) 
,= L 
First fix ~2 = o$. Using the Cramer-Wold device, it is not difficult to see that 
d 
[h(et-ei), 4f,il --+ N(p, 2) under P,,do , 
where 
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- fhTr;( @)h, 
with 0 denoting the 2X 1 zero vector, 
hi 
h:I'J t$)h, ’ 
and A,,.i denotes, as before, the log-likelihood ratio for testing H: 0, against K,,: 19,,,, = 0, + 
hl&. The limiting distribution under P, + h,/ J;;,~L follows readily from Le Cam’s third 
Lemma (see, for instance, Hall and Mathiason [ 61) and is given by 
(2.18) 
Furthermore, it can be shown that the distribution of 8, does not depend on ai. Conse- 
quently, it readily follows from (2.18) that for all a; > 0, 
d 
&(&-4> - N(k, C’(8)) underf’,+h,,J;;,r;. (2.19) 
The regularity of 6, is then an immediate consequence of (2.19) and hence fi is a one-step 
MLE of 0, and its distribution is free from the unknown nuisance parameter a;. Finally, we 
conclude that, for all u,? > 0, i = 1, . ., m, 
&(e-@) 2 N(h,Diag[T;‘(@), . . . . C’(%*)l) 3 
where the limits are as n --) ~TJ and under PO+ ,,, & a:,. ,,&, and 6 denotes ( 8, , . . . , &) T. 
Returning to the null hypothesis H’ in (2.15); using the same notation as in (2.9) and 
(2. lo), the hypotheses H’ and Kk can be expressed as 
H’: v( 0) = 0 against KL : q,( 0) = ??I&, 
where the unknown error variances UT, i = 1, . ., m, are treated as nuisance parameters in 
both H’ and K:, . The Wald statistic proposed is then of the form 
W,, =n$(@[AT-‘(@AT] -‘~(6) , 
where8”=(8,, . . . . 8,,~)Twith8iasdefinedin(2.16)andT(8)=Diag[T,(8,),...,T,,(8,,)] 
with 
’ 
1 
-2 . 
yt-_:tij vi , r=l, . . . . m. 
In the above expressions, it should be noted that c( 0,) is essentially free from a;. The null 
and non-null limiting distributions of IV, are then immediate consequences of Theorem 2.2 
and are seen to be the chi-square distribution with 2( m - 1) degrees of freedom under H’ 
and the noncentral chi-square distribution with 2( m - 1) degrees of freedom and the non- 
centrality parameter sT[ UT- ’ ( &)A ‘I_ ‘6 under KL. 
3. Estimation of the threshold autoregressive coefficients from multiple observations 
Consider the model specified by 
Y,(i)=8,Y~,(i)fO,Y,I,(i)+~,(i), i=l,..., m,t=l,..., n, (3.1) 
where the initial value YJ i) for each series is taken to be zero, without loss of generality. 
In this section, we are primarily concerned with the situation involving a large number of 
individuals (series) with a finite number of observations per each individual. Asymptotics 
is then characterized by letting m -+x and keeping n fixed. In what follows, we derive the 
least squares estimator &,, of (O,, O,)T based on mn observations and investigate the 
asymptotic behavior of I$~ as m + ~0 while n is fixed. It is assumed throughout this section 
that for each fixed i = 1, . ., m, (c,(i) , t > I ) are i.i.d. random variables with the common 
density 
( l/oi)s(6(i)/~,) , (3.2) 
where g( . ) is a given density with mean zero and unit variance. 
First, consider the case when a: for i = 1, . . ., m are known. The least squares estimator 
I$,, of 0 can be obtained by minimizing with respect to 0, 
171 !1 
c c [Y,(i)-8,Y:_,(i)-8*Y,,(i)j2/(T?. 
,=I f=, 
Consequently, we obtain 
i,,, = A ,; ’ b, , 
where 
A,,, = 
and 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
The following theorem (Theorem 3.1) presents the asymptotic distribution of 6,,, when 
m 4 00. Before proceeding with the derivation of the asymptotic distribution of 6,,,, we first 
state a lemma which is not only of independent interest but plays a basic role in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma3.1.Forthemodelin(3.1),z~weletX,(i)=Y,(i)/a,fori=l,..., m,t=l,.,., n, 
then (X,(i) ) is a process generated by the equation 
X,(i)=8,X~,(i)+B2X,I,(i)+6,(i), (3.7) 
where ( S,(i) } are i.i.d. random l>ariables with the common density g( ) which has mean 
zero and unit variance. 
Proof. Note that 
YL,(i> Y,-,(i) + ---= 
O-i L 1 and y, ‘(9 Y,-,(i) - -= a, ai [ 1 a, . (3.8) 
Dividing the both sides of (3.1) by a, and using (3.8), we have 
It then follows from the assumption in (3.2) that S,(i) := s,(i) /CT; for i = 1, . . ., m, t = 1, . ., 
n, are i.i.d. random variables with the common density g( . ), which essentially completes 
the proof. q 
Theorem 3.1. As m --f x and n remains fixed, we hare 
where 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Proof. From (3.5) and (3.6), denotingX,_ , (i) = Y,_ , (i) /a, and S,(i) = c,(i) /cT~, we have 
If we can show that m II 1 c c X:_,(i)Wi) d ,=I ,=I J;;z mz 12
i 1 - N(O, VI 1 c X,,(i)&(i) r=, , I (3.11) 
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and 
P 
A,,,lm - V, (3.12) 
where V is defined in (3.10), then the result in the theorem immediately follows from 
Slutsky’s theorem. For the equation in (3.11)) in order to use Cramer-Wold device, we 
consider, for a vector of constants a = (a,, CQ.)~, 
m -I’* 
-f 
a, g 2 X:_,(i)&(i) +a, f k X,,(i)6,(i) 
r=l r=, r=, 1=I > 
=m -I’* t k 6,(i)(u,X,+_,(i)+u*X,,(i)) 
[ -c . i= I t= I >I 
Since Lemma 3.1. states that (C:=,G,(i)(u,X,?,(i) +u,X,,(i))) for i= 1, . . . . m, are 
i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and variance uTVu, we conclude via the central limit 
theorem that 
m 
_,,2 
It can also be verified that 
P 
m-‘A,,--+ V, 
which in turn implies the result in the theorem. 0 
We now consider the case when a: for i = 1, . . ., m, are assumed unknown. A simple 
least squares estimator 8, of 8 can be obtained by minimizing, with respect 8 
Consequently, t?,,, is seen to be 
(3.13) 
where 
The following theorem considers the asymptotic distribution of a,,, as m + to, 
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Theorem 3.2. If (~2, * cr2 > 0, as m + ~0, then we have 
(3.14) 
Proof. Following essentially the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have 
From the central limit theorem for weighted sums of i.i.d. random variables (see, for 
instance. Chow and Teicher [ 5, p. 3021) applied to the second product term on the right of 
(3.15) via the Cramer-Wold device, it follows that 
2 2 cT;s,(i)x:,(i) d 
,=I ,=I 
m II 
- N(0, V) (3.16) 
c c (T2&(i)K,(i) 
,=, f=, 1 
For the evaluation of the first product term on the right of (3.15), note that the law of 
large numbers for weighted sums of i.i.d. random variables can be used to obtain 
Combining (3.16) and (3.17) with the condition that uz, + g2, we obtain (3.14). 0 
We now briefly discuss the case when both n and m tend to infinity. First we take the 
limits as n ---) m for each fixed m, and then let m tend to infinity. Assume that UT, . . . , af, 
are unknown. We write &,,,l for e,,, in (3.4) in order to indicate the order of the limits. One 
can consider the (estimated) least squares estimator a:, of 8 given by 
Y:_‘, (i) 
0 
(i>Y,(i) 
(i)%(i) 
(3.18) 
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where 
cy= t 2 [Y,(i)-8,,,,Y:_,(i)-e,,12Yr_,(i)]2. 
,= I 
Recall that 6,,, = ( &,, , &,,) T is the simple least squares estimator of 8 given in ( 3.13 ) 
It would be of interest to compare the limiting behaviors of fi,T, and I$,, defined in 
(3.18) and (3.4) respectively. First note that Theorem 3.1 can be restated as 
d 6% &.,, - 0) - N(O,X-‘) asn-,~andm-+~, (3.19) 
where 
It will be shown that the same limit result as in (3.19) holds for e,$?, We write 
1 
-I 
X (3.20) 
P 
Using the fact that, for each fixed i = 1, . . , m, +f -+ a:, as II +x, it can be shown that 
the first product term on the right of (3.20) tends to (mx) - ’ in probability and the second 
product term converges to N( 0,x) in distribution. Consequently, for each fixed m, as y1+ X, 
we have 
Letting m + ~13, we finally have 
d 6% &.,,, - @ ---f N(0, x-‘, . 
We conclude this section with a comment regarding the LAN property of the model in 
(3.1). First observe that we have essentially m independent but not identically distributed 
random variables. Consequently, the LAN property can be derived using the conditions in 
Basawa and Scott [ 3, p. 331. Alternatively, one can use the conditions in Ibragimov and 
K’hasminski [ 81. 
4. Some further topics 
In this section, we briefly discuss some further related topics. The topics in Sections 4.3 and 
4.4 below were suggested by the referee. 
4.1. Exponential autoregressive processus 
In(l.l),ifwetake 
HH,IY,pI(41={@,1 +ei,exp(-Y,-,(i)JY,-,(i)y (4.1) 
we obtain the exponential autoregressive process. Note that if we set 0,2 = 0 in (4.1), we 
obtain the linear autoregressiveprocess as a special case. Using the general theory developed 
in Section 2, one can obtain the limit distribution of the homogeneity test. If the homogeneity 
hypothesis is accepted, one can then obtain the (conditional) least squares estimators of 
the common parameters using the pooled data as in Section 3 and derive the joint limit 
distribution of these estimators using regularity conditions similar to those in Tjostheim 
(121. 
4.2. Higher order processes 
The theory of Section 2 can be extended to higher order nonlinear models defined by 
Y,(i)=H$/,[Y,_,(i)] +H$z’,[Y,_2(i)] +~~~+H$!l[Y,_,,(i)] +q(i), 
(4.2) 
where H’,” are specified functions and 0:” are unknown parameters, j = 1, ., p and i = 
1, . . . . m. 
4.3. Nonergodic processes 
Basawa and Scott [ 31 discuss local asymptotic mixed normality (LAMN) for non-ergodic 
models for a single process. As an example, consider the linear autoregressive process 
Y, = er,_, + 4. (4.3) 
The model in (4.3) belongs to the LAN family for ( 01 < 1, and for ) O( > 1, it belongs to 
LAMN family. The question of the LAMN property for nonlinear autoregressive processes, 
however, has not as yet been addressed in the literature. Recently, Pham et al. [ 111 have 
considered the following threshold autoregressive model: 
1 QY,- I + Y-t- &I, yf= py,_, +6+&r, if Y,_, GO, if Y,_, >O. (4.4) 
The above model is stationary and ergodic if and only if CY < 1, /3 < 1 and (wp < 1, and it is 
nonergodic (a transient Markov process) if ( (Y, /3) lies outside this region. Pham et al. [ 111 
consider a nonergodic case, and establish the strong consistency of the least squares esti- 
mators of (a, p), assuming y and 6 known and (Y < I and p Q I. Pham et al. [ 111, however, 
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do not obtain the limit distribution of these estimators. The strong consistency of the pooled 
least squares estimator (Section 3) can be deduced using the results of Pham et al. [ 111. 
The asymptotic distribution theory of estimators in nonergodic and nonlinear autoregressive 
models, however, is an open problem at this stage. 
4.4. Unknown thresholds 
Consider the threshold autoregressive process defined by 
{ 
ay,- 1 + yf 4, 
Yr= BY,_, +a+&,, 
if Y,-, <a, 
if Y,_l >a, 
(4.5) 
where the parameters ((Y, y, p, S) and the threshold parameter a are all unknown. Under 
the assumption of ergodicity, and some further regularity conditions one can establish 
consistency and asymptotic normality of the (conditional) least squares estimators of ( CY, 
j3, y, a), treating a as an unknown nuisance parameter. See Tong [ 14, pp. 302-3081 for 
some details and references. This work can be extended to the case of pooled least squares 
estimation (Section 3) under appropriate regularity conditions. The details are omitted. 
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